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Nepali Handwriting Recognition System 

1) Abstract 
 
Nepali is a devnagari script. Unconstrained devanagari writing is more complex then English 
cursive writing. For such script the online recognition technique has some benefits. In online 
handwriting recognition technique,  we can track various live information which offline line 
technique cannot track like  starting point of the writing , direction of writing , the relative 
change in directions , values of pen up and pen down etc. 
 
Here in our system we user online technique and track changes in direction in addition to 
it we make use of off-line properties as the form of parameters. A good noise removal 
will lead to fairly high degree of recognition. 

2) Introduction 
Devnagari script is used in most part of Indian subcontinent. Here we present our 
research work on on-line handwriting recognition. There has been a good deal of work in 
the filed of handwriting recognition in hindi , both in the field of off-line and on-line. In 
case of nepali language there has not be such a significant work . Up to our knowledge 
there has been no work done in the filed of on-line nepali handwriting recognition.  
 
Nepali handwriting recognition ( which is written in devnagari script) has always been a 
challenging task as it consist of 60 to 80 symbols[ vovewl symbols, vowels, consonants, 
half forms]. Devanagari script is a two-dimensional composition of symbols attached to 
the top, bottom, left or right of a main character. These composite characters are joined 
together by a horizontal line, called “Dika”. There are approximately 93 symbols in 
Devanagari of which there are 13 vowels, 36 consonants, 28 pure consonants 
(half-forms) and 16 modifier symbols besides a number of conjunct forms (a combination 
of pure consonant  with a consonant). 
 
 Since the script composition in Devanagari is two dimensional and the number of 
symbols is large, its input using a keyboard is cumbersome. It is usually hard for most of 
general user to to type nepali as compared to typing English, however nepali typist 
expect can be an exception. Thus by – passing keyboard to input nepali text can a easy 
way for most of general users to input nepali text .This makes the online open computing 
environment very attractive for writing nepali . 
 
Text in Devanagari is more like cursive English writing.A word needs to be segmented 
and decomposed into recognizable units. It usually consists of three tiers: a corestrip 
containing main characters, an upper modifier symbol strip and a lower modifier symbol 
strip. An off-line recognition system usually makes use of a histogram to separate these 
strips. Where as in on-line recognition we can use single strokes position for the same 
purpose. 
 
Usually, structural properties of the symbols constitute an important feature 
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for recognition. In contrast, for an on-line recognition system, the units for recognition 
are the constituent strokes, which is usually a segment of pen motion from the pen-down 
to the pen-up position. While these strokes help in segmenting a word into characters and 
symbols, in unconstrained handwriting these strokes exhibit large variabilities in shape, 
order, direction and number. Compared to cursive English, Devanagari contains a larger 
number of strokes. Further, the strokes are combined and broken based upon the writer’s 
style of writing which is usually acquired at the time of learning the script. For example, 
the same stroke may be written from top-to-bottom/left-toright or bottom-to-top/right-to-
left by two different writers. Similarly, the Shirorekha may be broken and become part 
of down-going/up-going strokes. Moreover, a part of the stroke may be retraced in the 
opposite direction. These variations are very common as can be seen from the sample 
on-line data . Some of these characters cannot be correctly recognized even by humans 
without using context eg ख is confused as र and  व. 
   

3) Methodology 
 
Our system is online handwriting recognition. Here recognition is made on the basis of 
change in direction . As user sketches a single stroke , the initial co-ordinate is tracked 
then ever changes in direction is tracked included the co-ordinates form where the 
direction change took place. By the end of the stroke , a signature for that stroke will be 
established.  
 
Example: 
 

 
Figure  1: Single stroke sketch of “ka” (क) 

 
Above figure shows a single stroke sketch of क . Co-ordinates 2,3,4,5,6  are respectively 
the points of change in direction. 1 and 7 are respectively start and end points. 
 
Since from 1 to 2 we go down so segment 1,2 is represented as ‘D’ [where D:down]. 
From 2 to 3 we go up so segment 2,3 is represented as ‘U’ [where u: up]. Similarly form 
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3 to 4 we go left so segment 3,4 is represented as ‘L’ [where L : left]. In similar fashion 
4,5 is represented as ‘D’ ,  5,6 is represented as ‘R’ and 6,7 is represented as ‘D’. Thus 
final above stroke will have signature DULDRD. The co-ordinates of,2,3,4,5,6 and 7 are 
used later during recognition to distinguish between  क and ड , as क and  ड  has same 
signature. 
 
Algorithm to compute signature: 
 

1) i=0 j=0 signature=”” 
2) get value for A=(xi,yi) and B=(xi=5,yi+5) 
3) Compute degree on x-axis [ie slope] based on A and B 
4) If( degree>=0 and degree<45) and ( degree>=315 and degree<=360) then  

a) append ‘R’ to string signature. 
b) Store A and B 

                                   
5) If( degree>=45 and degree<135) then  

a) append ‘U’ to string signature. 
b) Store A and B 

6) If( degree>=135 and degree<225) then  
a) append ‘L’ to string signature. 
b) Store A and B 

7) If( degree>=225 and degree<315) then  
a) append ‘D’ to string signature. 
b) Store A and B 
 

8) i=i+1 
9)  go to 2 till end of stroke [ie pen up] 
10)  return signature 

 

3.1) Training: 
 
At first system is trained. A database is created which contains different possible 
signatures [termed as “sample”] . With each sample one or more parameter is associated 
to avoid the ambiguity in the case if same signature matches to 2 or more symbol’s 
sample.  

Example: 
Symbol “ka” and “da” is trained as follows: 
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Fig 2: single stroke sketch of symbol “ka” [क] 
Stroke representation : 1 D 2 U 3 L 4 D 5 R 6 D 7 
Thus in database following things are stored: 
 
Symbol name=”ka” 
Sample no= 1 
Signature= DULDRD 
Parameters: 

• x of 5 is less then 2 and y of 5 is less or equal to y of 2 
• x of 6 is far greater then x of 2 and y of 6 is less or equal to y of  2 
 
  

 
fig 3: single stroke sketch of da 

 
 
Stroke representation : 1 D 2 U 3 L 4 D 5 R 6 D 7 
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Thus in database following things are stored: 
 
Symbol name=”da” 
Sample no= 1 
Signature= DULDRD 
Parameters: 

• x of 5 is less then 2 and y of 5 is greater then y of2 
• x of 7 is less then x of 2 and y of 7 is far greater then y of 2 

 
[ NOTE: In case in “ka” and “da” both have same signature , the only thing that  
distinguish them is their parameters]  
 

Threshold error calculation: 
 
It is assumed that user will not draw the symbol perfectly , so some threshold value is 
associated while making comparison. This threshold  error is calculated on the basis of 
size of the stroke that user sketches. This threshold error plays vital role in distinguishing 
close looking symbols like “halfKa” and “wa” 
Meaning of: 

a) a less then b: a + error <b 
b) a less of equal to b : a + error <= b 
c) a greater then b : a + error > b 
d) a greater or equal to b : a + error >= b 
e) a far less then b : a+ error + error < b 
f) a far greater then b ; a +error + error > b 
 

Example: 
 

 
fig 3: Single stroke sketch of “wa” and “halfKa” 
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In above sketch the signature produces in the both case is “DULDR”. So papameters is 
used for distinction. In case of sketch 1 since “x of 6 is NOT far greater then x of 2 “ so 
sketch 1 is identified as “wa” . In case of sketch 2 since “ x of 6 is far greater then x of 2 
“ so sketch 2 is identified as “kaHalf”. In this way threshold error is used in recognition. 
 

3.2) Recognition: 
 
Only after training system can start recognizing the symbols. 

Algorithm: 
1. Compute signature ‘S’ and points ‘Pi’ of change of direction form the sketch done 

by user. 
2. Use signature to list the candidate symbol’s sample ‘SAM i’. 
3. For each ‘SAM i’ do the following 

a) Get the associated parameters ‘PR i’. 
b) Get percentage of ‘PR i’ (parameters associated with ‘S i’) that is satisfied 

by ‘Pi’ (points of change in direction) 
c) Result is that ‘Si’ which result in highest percentage.  

Example: 
 
Say we have currently following status of database 
Symbol name= ka (क) 

Sample( SAM)=1 
Signature= DULDRD 
Parameters(PR i): 

1. x of 5 is less then 2  AND y of 5 is less or equal to 2 
2. x of 6 is less then 2 AND y of 6 is less then 2 

 
Sample (SAM)=2 
Signature= DULDRDL 
Parameters(PR i): 

1. x of 5 is less then 2  AND y of 5 is less or equal to 2 
2. x of 6 is less then 2 AND y of 6 is less then 2 

 
 
Symbol name= da (ड) 

Sample(SAM)=1 
Signature= DULDRDL 
Parameters(PR i): 

1. x of 5 is less then 2  AND y of 5 is less or equal to 2 
2. x of 6 is less then 2 AND y of 6 is greater then 2 
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Now say following single stroke sketch is drawn by user: 

 
 

fig 4: Single stroke sketch of  ड drawn by user. 
• Following details can be obtained form above sketch: 

 Stroke representation: 1 D 2U 3 L 4 D 5 R 6 D 7 L , where: 
    1: (100,10), 2:( 100, 25) , 3:( 92,18) , 4: ( 75,21) ,5:(73,48), 
    6 :(92,58) , 7:(89,72), 8:(68,65) 

• From the stroke representation following details are obtained: 
 Signature (Si): DULDRDL 
 Points (Pi): 1 (100,10), 2:( 100, 25) , 3:( 92,18) , 4: ( 75,21) ,5:(73,48),  
   6 :(92,58) , 7:(89,72), 8:(68,65) 
 

• This signature “DULDRL” matches with sample 2 of “ka” and sample 1 of “da”. 
Thus candidates are: ka-2 (sample 2 ok ka) , da-1 ( sample 1 of “da”) 

  
• The above points (Pi) will satisfy  parameter 1 of ka-2( sample 2 of ka) , 

parameter 1 and 2 of  da-1 (sample 1 of “da”). This means Pi satisfies 50% of 
parameters of ka-2 and 100% of parameters of da-1 . Thus da-2 is the most 
probable match. This mean the  given sketch is recognized as “da”. 

 

4) Conclusion 
The online handwriting recognition with some offline computations will hive fairly a high 
degree of recognition. The online handwriting recognition is good at recognizing complex 
characters specially that having different twist and turns . However it has it’s own drawback as 
well , here handling combination of strokes is hard .If user draws same thing in many stroke 
then it will be hard to recognize that symbol , and another drawback of this technique is that 
system has to trained for many writing styles. If any user sketches same symbol in a new style 
then system will be unable to recognize it. If the system combined with other offline 
recognition techniques like neural network then a high degree of recognition can be achieved.  
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